
Mud kitchen activities 
(and other muddy play) 

 

Being a Good Assistant: The main role adults need to take is of facilitator and 

enabler – making the kitchen available (best constructed by helping the 

children to create it to their own specifications), and supporting the play that 

then emerges from the children. Good adult support consists of observing 

(noticing what is really taking place), striving to understand (recognising the 

significance of this for this child and this group of children) and then 

responding according to careful consideration as to what would help the child 

the most (which might be standing back out of the way!). Supplying useful 

language for equipment, actions and descriptions can be very helpful provided 

it is done in context where it makes sense (and is not overdone!).  

(from ‘Making a Mud Kitchen’ by Jan White) 

 

 

 



 

Mud pies – mixing, pouring, scooping, decorating. 

 

Sieving and straining – mix water, sand, stones and mud in different ways, can you separate them 

with strainers and sieves? 



 

Add baking soda to your mud and powder paint. When you’re ready, pour over vinegar and watch it 

bubble! 

 

Paint with mud on paper or other natural surfaces. 



 

Mud sculptures – use mud to model and build, see what happens when you press objects into the 

mud. Can you make marks on the surface? Can you use tools to shape the mud? 

 

Muddy car wash – make marks in the mud with the cars, then take them for a car wash in the soapy 

water. (you could also make a bath for muddy farm animals) 



 

Searching activities – find the objects buried in the mud or sand – count them, look for letter 

pebbles, bury them for a friend to find. 

 

Archeology dig – use paint brushes to brush away the dry dirt, sieve the soil to separate out bigger 

objects. 



  

Mark-making in mud 

 

Digging for worms – use tweezers to practice fine motor skills, picking up wriggly spaghetti worms! 

 

 

 



Other nature-inspired play 

 

Soup – collect natural objects to add to your soup. Sprinkle, scatter, mix, smell, add water to see 

what floats and sinks in the soup. 

 

Perfume factory – mix flowers and herbs with coloured water to make prefumes, use a funnel to 

pour into bottles and jars. 



 

Use a milk foamer or whisk to make frothy soap bubbles, pour water from milk jugs, use sand ‘sugar’ 

and stir with wooden sticks. 

 

Natural textures – collect and explore a range of textures, sort into baskets of things that feel the 

same, make a texture collage, thread textured objects on to a string to hang up, test what you can 

do with different objects – scrunch, tear, snap, bend, twist, spin etc. 



 

Build and make sculptures with sticks and leaves. 

 

Stick weaving 



 

Andy Goldsworthy inspired art. 

 

Natural paintbrushes – use different natural objects to create textured brushes and stamps. 

 



 

Letter pebbles – go on a treasure hunt to find them, spell your name, find them buried in the mud, 

find an object outside that starts with the same letter. 

 

Number pebbles – can you collect the same number of objects? Count the objects into a jar and 

label it with the number. 



 

Pouring and channeling sand. 

 

Sand building site – What kinds of tracks can you make in the sand with the vehicles? Can you dig a 

hole? Can you build up a mound?  

 

Printing in sand – What marks can you make? Can you see the different textures?  



Outdoor structured activities 

 

Insect hotel – collect lots of different textures and materials, fill boxes or cartons with them and 

stack them together to make an insect hotel 

 

Make a bird feeder – What kind of food do birds need? Where is a good place to put the bird feeder?  



 

Make fat balls for birds – mix, choose, mould, string up. 

 

Make a fire – collect sticks of different sizes, build the fire by stacking sticks, watch the fire and learn 

about safety. Toast marshmallows. What can you cook on the fire? 



 

Texture rubbings – What kind of textures can you find? Can you make a patterned picture? 

 

Scavenger hunt – Can you find everything on the list? Collect your treasures in a box or bag to show 

everyone. 



 

Make a terranium – use a jar to make a mini garden with tropical plants. 

 

Plant a fairy garden – choose plants, flowers and decorations – make a stone path, lining up the 

pebbles, make a little house for your fairy. 



 

Make a natural wind chime – use sticks, stones or shells. What different noises can you make. 

 

Make natural instruments – string beads and tie them between sticks for a shaker. What kinds of 

percussion instruments can you make?  


